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GENEVA AIRPORT
Well-oiled gateway
to the world.

MOTOREX.
AND IT RUNS LIKE A CHARM.

A motorcycle is not just a vehicle – it stands for passion, sportiness and pure
driving pleasure. Unless the mechanics let you down. That‘s why the MOTOREX
MOTO LINE offers you a unique, specialized line of lubricants and care products
that are all easy to use and effective. Find out more about how our partnership with world-class racing teams and leading motorcycle brands ensures
greater reliability, higher performance and enhanced safety: www.motorex.com
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Dear customers and readers

REPORT

I’m sure you can remember when the first PET beverage bottles were intro-

Geneva Airport:

duced a few years ago. Nowadays we can hardly imagine doing without the

Well-oiled gateway to the world

many advantages of these lightweight, unbreakable bottles. At MOTOREX
we’ve long been aware of the benefits that innovative packaging systems
and application solutions can bring. Results like the multiple award-winning
MOTOREX one-liter bottle with built-in filling dispenser or the recently introduced Brainypack for AdBlue® are proof enough.
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INSIDE

The latest packaging innovation from MOTOREX is called “Bag in Box.” A

Product development

20-liter plastic bag with a dispenser is protected by a sturdy cardboard box.

RACING FORK OIL 4W

The system not only has numerous benefits for the contents, it’s also easy to
use, as successful practical testing has shown. Read more about it on page 6.

EXPORT
16

Iaponiki S.A. – out of the crisis,

New packaging systems always have an impact on the entire production line

stronger than ever

as well, presenting fresh challenges for equipment and logistical systems.
The necessary infrastructure, whether it consists of filling equipment, hose
and metering systems or labeling equipment, is not always available on the
market and often has to be invented, manufactured and programmed first.
That makes the ability to tackle new challenges and implement the solutions

INDUSTRY
18

with the usual MOTOREX standard of quality a fundamental requirement for

MOTOREX Spindle Line

of many innovations in the world of lubrication. I hope you’ll find it inter-
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esting reading.

Clean power: INTENSIVE CLEANER

BIKE LINE
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success. This issue of MOTOREX Magazine presents a current cross-section

Yours

Washing a bicycle without water

Rainer Baron, Equipment and Logistics Manager
Member of the Board of Management
BUCHER AG LANGENTHAL
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

MIKROMAT GRINDS
AWAY WITH
SWISSGRIND ZOOM SYNT
MIKROMAT is well-known in the
metalworking industry as a 150-yearold manufacturer of milling and grinding machines. The Dresden-based
company recently conducted a series
of tests with MOTOREX’s chlorine-
free, aromatic-free SWISSGRIND
ZOOM SYNT in one of its latest-generation grinding machines. The results
were excellent on all criteria. In
particular, ZOOM SYNT’s outstanding
cooling performance at high material
removal rates and low oil mist formation are frequently cited strong
selling points. As a result, the product
is now on the German machine tool
manufacturer’s recommendations list
and is being actively recommended.
www.mikromat.net

RACING FORK OIL
WITH 3D RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY
MOTOREX’s newly developed RACING FORK OIL 4W (see “Inside” article starting
on page 14) means that all its fork oils (2.5W, 4W, 5W, 7.5W, 10W and 15W)
are available in advanced formulations. By specifically modifying the molecular structure, the new fork oil generation with MOTOREX 3D RESPONSE
TECHNOLOGY opens up previously unknown possibilities in suspension
tuning. The technology is based on the following three factors:
1. L ow friction coefficients and precisely calculated breakaway torques
(jolt-free sliding)
2. O
 ptimum air release characteristics
(consistent high performance)
3. M
 aximum temperature and shear stability
(racing requirements)
The technology’s three-dimensional structure ensures perfect harmony
between the sensitive factors influencing the forces that push and pull
within the fork. The new MOTOREX RACING FORK OILs can be used in all
modern telescoping forks. The 4W viscosity is especially suited to the WP
performance systems forks found in stock KTM and Husqvarna motorcycles.

MÖLNDAL’S FIRST CHOICE: RADICAL CLEANER
Mölndal is one of world’s leading cities in recycling and waste management.
That’s why the city has an efficient and effective municipal engineer’s department with a fleet of around 30 heavy trucks and 200 cars, machines and tractors. Like all the other equipment, these obviously need regular cleaning as
well as maintenance. Thomas Sörensen and Iva Andersson are in charge of
the cleaning facilities, which are in use every single day of the week. They
spent some considerable time trying to find an environmentally compatible
universal cleaner. Their quest ended when they tested MOTOREX’s VOC-free,
rapidly biodegradable RADICAL CLEANER. The universal cleaner is ideal for
machinery, metal parts, vehicles, engines, chassis, tarpaulins and even floors.
Employees like Bernt Boström (photo), who is in charge of an NTM Quattro
Select, are so happy with the choice that they’ve put a MOTOREX sticker on
the back of their vehicle.
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EXCELLENCE TIMES TWO:
MOTOREX DRY POWER AND WET PROTECT
Europe’s leading racing bike magazine

sprays from MOTOREX, DRY POWER and

TOUR and its sister publication for moun-

WET PROTECT, took the top spots in the

tain bikes “bike” tested 30 different chain

overall assessment with test ratings of

lubricants, comparing the products’ lubri-

“excellent,” and MOTOREX DRY POWER

cating capacity, dirt adhesion, penetrating

was the overall winner in the price-

capacity, ease of use and price-perfor-

performance category. Quality really is

mance relationship. Two 300-ml chain

measurable!

Available containers

MOTOREX DRY POWER

MOTOREX WET PROTECT

56 ml/100 ml squeeze bottle,
300 ml spray can

56 ml/100 ml squeeze bottle,
300 ml spray can

Excellent

Excellent

Criterion
Lubricating capacity (50 %)
Dirt adhesion (20 %)
Penetrating capacity (20 %)
Ease of use (10 %)

NEW UNIVERSAL
HYPOID GEAR OIL

Picture: www.metallunion.ch

Rating

RECOGNIZING OUTSTANDING JOB SKILLS
Switzerland’s 16 best agricultural equipment, construction and motorized equipment mechanics recently faced off for SwissSkills, the national occupational
skills competition, at the training center of the organizer, the Swiss Metal Union.
For two days contestants sweated it out on troubleshooting, screw tightening,
and testing. The championship consisted of four sections focusing on mechanical

Hypoid gear drives (with an off-center
axis between the pinion and crown
wheel) are known for their high load
capacity and quiet running. These
factors make them especially suited
for axle differentials. In general, the
teeth of these gears have to contend
with extremely high pressures. Suitable for a very wide range of applications, the new GEAR OIL UNIVERSAL
CT SAE 80W/90 was developed for
heavy and heavily loaded drive axles
(API GL-5, MT-1) in trucks, buses,
construction equipment and processing machines. The sophisticated formula offers lasting protection against
wear and includes a high-lubricity
component that reduces fuel consumption and thus CO2 emissions as well.
Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to
provide full details of this versatile
new product.

drives, motors, electrical systems and hydraulics. Switzerland’s three best mechanics were identified in the finals. All three winners were awarded a scholarship for advanced training. As a cooperating partner, MOTOREX congratulates
the winners!
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 108
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WHAT’S NEW

SIMPLE
LOGISTICS
CLEAN
APPLICATION
LESS
WASTE

1
SET UP BOX AND OPEN DISPENSER FLAP

6

2
SECURE THE BOTTOM OF THE DISPENSER
IN THE ROUND OPENING

IT HAS WHAT IT TAKES:

MOTOREX BAG IN BOX

Innovative packaging design has one main purpose: to make life easier for consumers.
The new “Bag in Box” packaging solution does this and a lot more in an outstanding
way. MOTOREX Moto Line 4-stroke engine oils will be supplied in the new 20-liter Bag
in Box containers starting on October 1.
Bag in Box packaging is familiar from the food industry, where

• built-in dispenser

stringent hygiene regulations apply. MOTOREX continually reviews

• can be safely dispatched, e. g. by parcels service

innovations in the packaging industry with an eye to adopting

• space-saving storage (stackable)

them for its products and is the first Swiss lubricant supplier to

• high dispenser flow

use this type of packaging for motor oils.

• good emptying of residues
• attractive printing and multilingual labeling

BENEFITS IN THE BAG
Bag in Box packaging offers a number of benefits. One of the most

•e
 xcellent sustainability profile (box is foldable and recyclable;
empty bag disposable in trash)

important is in the bag, which is filled using a specially configured
machine that ensures there are absolutely no air pockets in the
contents. This results in maximum purity and guarantees that the
contents do not come into contact with the surrounding air. This
prevents any potential effects of contact between the contents
and dust particles, humidity or oxygen from the surrounding air.
In addition, the cardboard-encased bag is never exposed to direct
light and has a built-in dispenser.

INTELLIGENT PACKAGING
With a content volume of 20 liters, Moto Line four-stroke engine
oils in BIB (Bag in Box) packaging are an ideal packaging unit that
is neither too big nor too heavy. The sophisticated, contemporary

A special high-performance filling machine fills the bag in the new
BIB package.

packaging offers the following benefits:
• guarantees maximum purity of contents

Have questions about the MOTOREX Moto Line four-stroke engine

• minimal waste

oils in the new 20-liter package? Your MOTOREX partner will be

• easy to handle

happy to provide further information. •
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DRAW OFF LUBRICANT WITHOUT
LOSING A DROP
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SEPARATE EMPTY BAG FROM BOX
AND DISPOSE OF PROPERLY
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GEAR OIL

Mats Bremberg (l.) and Tony Hugosson are hard workers.
And not only when they’re working on an automatic
transmission. Their company receives orders from all
over Sweden …

ALWAYS IN THE RIGHT GEAR
There are some 60,000 trucks and buses on the road in Sweden. In many thousands of
them, the job of shifting gears is done by an automatic transmission. When it’s time
for repairs, overhauls or modifications after millions of gear changes, specialists like
Mats and Tony of SM Transmission Service AB are in high demand.
Established in 1989, the company is currently managed

that is just how the people at SM Transmission like it.

by Mats Bremberg and Tony Hugosson in Bollebygd,

All this sophistication means that specialists from a

about 50 kilometers east of Gothenburg. Both have

range of disciplines are needed to repair automatic

backgrounds in the commercial vehicle industry, and

transmissions or even modify them to meet customer

have come to specialize in any kind of work related to

needs.

automatic transmissions by accumulating a wealth of
knowledge on brands such as Detroit Diesel, Allison

ELECTRONICS AND SKILLED HANDS

Transmission and Chelsey.

Modifications, such as converting garbage truck transmissions to switch automatically to neutral or pro-

A COMPREHENSIVE SPECIALTY

gramming steering-wheel electronics, are an SM Trans-

Automatic transmissions in commercial vehicles trans-

mission specialty. Reprogramming shift points and

mit enormous forces of up to 750 hp and have long

other parameters for the precise requirements of appli-

since ceased to be simple hydromechanical devices.

cations such as delivery services can yield measurable

They are mainly used in buses, emergency vehicles (fire

fuel efficiency gains.

trucks and ambulances), garbage trucks and delivery

8

vehicles that make frequent stops and starts. Electronic

A PREFERENCE FOR ALLISON

technology has brought new dimensions to ever more

America’s Allison automatic transmissions are pre-

powerful transmissions tuned for convenience. And

ferred for their robust design and even power transfer.

Mats and Tony also depend on MOTOREX for the classics.
The company’s broad product range and consulting capabilities are unique.

A special test bed is used for analysis and post-service testing of transmissions.

As an authorized Allison service provider, SM Transmission
performs warranty work for various vehicle manufacturers
in southwestern Sweden.

The torque converter is the heart of the hydrodynamic power transfer system.
All power is carried by the ATF (automatic transmission fluid).

This is especially valued in vehicles that make frequent

quality of their work, the parts they install, and of

starts and stops. Leading makes such as Volvo, Scania,

course of the lubricants they use. “In our particular line

Mercedes-Benz, Iveco, DAF and Renault as well as bus

of work, it’s always worth working with specialists”,

manufacturers such as Van Hool, Evo Bus, Solaris and
others install Allison transmissions in their vehicles.
SM Transmission is officially certified by these and other manufacturers to perform warranty services on au-

Mats and Tony are unanimous: “The analysis
is the most important part of every job.”

tomatic transmissions throughout southwestern Sweden. Each year Allison provides specialist training and

Tony Hugosson confirms. The company owners have

tests the abilities of its official partners. Only those with

had such good results using MOTOREX products that

the best results are awarded the Allison Guild Member-

they’ve also chosen contemporary motor oils from the

ship distinction. Besides Allison, the Bollebygd-based

MOTOREX Classic Line for their true passion, classic cars

company also services other brands, such as Power-

from America and Europe. •

tronic transmissions for all Volvo truck and bus dealers

FACTS AND FIGURES

in the region.

VERSATILE TALENT
No one who knows what it takes to work on automatic
transmissions will be surprised that SM Transmission
also applies its talents in other areas related to the repair and servicing of vehicles and machinery of all
kinds. Mats and Tony are especially committed to the
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 108
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Company
Headquarters
Established
Employees
Representing
Sales
Website

SM Transmission Service AB
Bollebygd, east of Gothenburg
1989
3
Allison, TranSynd, Hydrocar, Chelsea, Parker, MOTOREX
SEK 4 million
www.smtransmission.se (Swedish)
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REPORT

Wherever the journey may lead,
a fully functioning airport and
good weather conditions are the
basic necessities for flying.

340

HECTARES OF AIRPORT GROUNDS

Geneva Airport:

Well-oiled gateway
to the world

Once a privilege, air travel has now become routine. Passengers are often unaware
how much industrious work takes place behind the scenes of every flight.
Besides the aircraft crew itself, keeping the “gateway to the world” functioning
smoothly minute by minute takes the efforts of thousands of airport staff.
Geneva is no exception.

10

In many ways, airports are organized like cities, with

INDEPENDENT AND OPEN TO THE WORLD

passengers playing the role of citizens with all their var-

Geneva International Airport commenced operations in

ious needs during their stay there. Most passengers

1922. Today Genève Aéroport, an independent public in-

spend between 30 and 90 minutes at the airport. With

stitution of the Canton of Geneva, operates the airport,

tailor-made, continually updated infrastructure, Switzer-

which is just four kilometers from the center of Geneva

land’s second-biggest airport served 15.8 million passen-

under a federal concession. “Geneva Airport leaves every

gers (and rising) last year.

passenger with a lasting impression,” explains communi-

Pictures: Genève Aéroport, Frank Baumann

140
DESTINATIONS

15.8
MILLION PASSENGERS

70,000
TONNES OF AIR FREIGHT

The public areas of airports do not vary much – but the specialists working behind the scenes are often “invisible”.

Winter snow and ice: the snow clearance equipment here includes no fewer than 14 powerful Boschung Jetbrooms.

cations manager Bertrand Stämpfli. That means that the

ger-facing operations include check-in, security, baggage

airport has only a short time to convey a perfect image.

processing, ground transportation and the complete in-

To accomplish this, Genève Aéroport directly employs

frastructure of 80 shops and restaurants. Some travelers

a workforce of about 1000. In all, around 10,000 people

reach the airport by road; others take advantage of the

currently work at the airport in 200 different occupations.

convenient direct train service. Once there they can mail
letters, go shopping, or even consult a doctor in case of

365 DAYS A YEAR

medical emergency. Behind the scenes, air traffic control-

Unlike many other industries and businesses, there is only

lers direct aircraft movements from the tower, while in

one mode of operation at Geneva Airport: non-stop. Every

winter specialists remove snow and ice from the planes

day the airport has to be fully operational from 6:00 a.m.

and installations. And let’s not forget the aviation experts

to 10:30 p.m., prepared to provide a full range of services

performing thousands of skilled tasks in the mainte-

for arriving and departing planes. Highly visible passen-

nance hangars located alongside the two terminals.
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REPORT CONTINUED
A VERSATILE WORKSHOP
One service here with a sophisticated hierarchical structure, ready to go at a moment’s notice, is the airport fire
department. Incidentally, did you know that any time a
plane takes on fuel with passengers on board, a fire truck
is required to be standing by in the immediate vicinity?
What’s more, the airport can only operate at full capacity
when fire and emergency vehicles and their crews are
all at full readiness. Keeping them in perfect trim is the
job of quite likely the most versatile workshop in French-
speaking Switzerland, with an on-site spare parts warehouse run by parts warehouse and project manager
Pascal Dethiollaz.

189,000
FLIGHT MOVEMENTS

200

DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS
Pascal Dethiollaz explains the unique features of the Rosenbauer Panther CA07
fire truck with 8×8 drive and 2×750 hp engines.

The fire department’s wide range of specialized firefighting and emergency
vehicles has to be ready for action at all times.

Service and lubrication demands are varied and exacting,
ranging from escalators to buses.

ESCALATOR AND BUS

to be changed at a moment’s notice. Vehicles and ma-

The parts warehouse is expansive because many parts

chinery are serviced and repaired during “normal”

have to be kept in stock at all times. A large video

working hours. During off-peak hours an unflappable

screen in the main shop area of the mechanical work-

standby crew keeps the shop running as long as the

shop and warehouse displays any malfunctions as

airport is operating.

soon as they occur. When one appears, a team leader is

12

assigned and a skilled team of technicians springs into

OVER 310 VEHICLES

action to deal with the problem. It may be an escalator

The vehicle fleet alone comprises over 310 different cars,

that suddenly begins to make unpleasant sounds, or

light commercial vehicles, trucks, municipal and spe-

one of the airport’s 26 buses may get a flat that needs

cial-purpose vehicles and buses. And that doesn’t in-

59
AIRLINES

310
VEHICLES
TO LUBRICATE

Some 310 vehicles are supplied with the appropriate prescribed products
in the airport’s on-site workshop.

A sound-absorbing
aircraft engine test bed
(picture above) with
a variety of hydraulic
functions is currently
going into service.

FAVORITE COLOR: GREEN
When operations inside the airport are running
smoothly, there is a positive impact on all flight operations. Punctuality, of course, is every airline’s highest
priority. When the airport is operating at full capacity,
the staff’s favorite color is green because the status of
on-schedule flights is shown in green on the arrivals
and departures boards. After all, dependability and

clude motorized equipment and fixed installations like
gangways, lifting systems, winches and much more.
MOTOREX has prepared a lubrication schedule for each
vehicle and every piece of equipment, delivering exactly

“MOTOREX offers us
an ideal solution from a single supplier.”
Pascal Dethiollaz

the required products from a single source in accordance
with mandatory safety guidelines. “Thanks to the expert

punctuality are among the key virtues that Switzer-

advice of MOTOREX’s lubrication specialists, we now

land is known for. When passengers in Geneva can take

have a manageable solution for the countless applica-

these thing for granted, it brings them that much closer

tions here,” explains Dethiollaz as he inspects the central-

to the skies. •

ized lubricant storage facility.

www.gva.ch
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INSIDE

Two-time world MX 2 cham
pion Marvin Musquin (USA)
tested the new MOTOREX fork
oils on his KTM.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT WITH A

CLAIM TO PERFECTION
Suspension forks are sophisticated chassis elements that require careful tuning
for road use and especially for racing. The choice of fork oil plays a key role.
The V14.217 development project for a new fork oil is a good example of how
MOTOREX goes about developing products.
Fork oils are a firmly established part of the MOTOREX

• extreme temperature stability

product range. Until now the RACING FORK OIL range

• modified viscosity index in maximum range

has consisted of five viscosities: SAE 2.5W, 5W, 7.5W,

• high shear stability

10W and 15W. But technology marches on in the

• low foaming

world of cycle forks, as elsewhere. Modern forks, some

• quick air release characteristics

of which include features like the ability to modify
spring and shock absorption settings from the han-

The MOTOREX development team applied these speci-

dlebars, are continually making new demands of the

fications when producing an initial set of test fork oils

fork oil.

that were used to establish comparison values with the
existing generation of fork oils. This involved real-life

A FINGER ON THE PULSE OF TECHNOLOGY

tests, some of which were carried out in cooperation

KTM uses forks from leading European motorcycle

with an MTB chassis specialist.

chassis component manufacturer WP. These forks fea-

14

ture a “closed cartridge system” design and currently

WHY MOUNTAIN BIKE FORKS?

require a fork oil of viscosity SAE 4W with very specific

Suspension elements in oil-filled enduro and downhill

characteristics. As KTM’s lubricant supplier, MOTOREX

mountain bike forks need considerably greater sensi-

was not slow in launching a development project for a

tivity due to their design and the significantly lighter

product to satisfy these requirements. The following

weight of bicycles compared to motorcycles. This made

specifications were defined for the new product:

them ideal for efficiently testing the prototype fork oils

• maximum reduction of friction values

and examining the effects of the “configurable” parame

• optimized breakaway torque (stick-slip)

ters in the recipe. Measurement values in the coeffi-

RACING FORK OIL
IN FOAM TEST

30

20
15

Friction zone from mean
Variation in dia. (stick-slip)
1.5

10
5
0

0.2

11.76

7.11

before

after*

* Friction reduced by approx. 40%
Stick-slip reduced by approx. 80%

4W fork oil competitors

25

MOTOREX RACING FORK OIL 4W

COMPARISON OF FRICTION ZONES
ON BASE VALUES RACING FORK OIL

The lower the friction value, the better the lubricating
effect of the oil. In practice, a higher value (variance)
for breakaway torque (stick-slip) has a negative impact
on ride behavior.

The difference between
the two fork oils is clearly
visible in a foam test in
a transparent test cylinder.

Various test series were carried out together with a partner
who specializes in mountain bike chassis optimization.

15-time German mountain bike downhill champion Markus Klausmann (left)
and Stefan Nebel (Superbike) Touratech test rider took part in real-life testing.

cient of friction analyses, for example, are extremely

ing. The real-life tests were also carried out in several

precise. In particular, it is much easier to take extremely

disciplines (with mountain bikes as well as off-road

sensitive breakaway torque (stick-slip) measurements

and street motorcycles). It goes without saying that

in a mountain bike fork than in a motorcycle fork. Vari-

forks are expected to meet a different set of criteria in

ous specially developed pieces of testing equipment

a race than on a multi-thousand kilometer road trip.

were used to conduct the tests. The results were ana-

The experienced participants’ impressions of the ride

lyzed in the MOTOREX lab, and the parameters of the

were analyzed and evaluated using test logs and fork

formula were continually optimized. The perfected end

oil samples.

result was thus achieved in a defined control loop.

SHARED SUCCESS
3D RESPONSE TECHNOLOGY

The bottom line is that MOTOREX now offers just the

When designing the new fork oils, MOTOREX took ad-

right fork oil for every use and fork type, with the right

vantage of a new technology that uses a special molec-

shock-absorbing and suspension properties for every

ular structure to enable a new form of shock-absorbing

set of requirements (short, sharp shocks in a downhill

behavior. Tensile and compressive forces are no longer

mountain bike race from 2400 down to 600 meters

dispersed in a zig-zag accordion fashion, but in a sort of

above sea level, extremely large spring movements in

multi-level “grid structure”.

a MX Grand Prix, or ride comfort settings on a heavily
loaded touring motorcycle). The findings from the de-

EXTENSIVE REAL-LIFE TESTING

velopment of the new RACING FORK OIL 4W were

Once the test results were in line with the development

subsequently used to improve the entire fork oil line

engineers’ specifications, it was time for real-life test-

at all viscosities. •
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EXPORT

Iaponiki S. A. gathering at the Geneva Motor Show (from left): Mrs Anna Magopoulou (Iaponiki S. A.
Marketing Director) and Mr Nikos Magopoulos (Iaponiki S. A. Managing Director) meet
Mr Martin Wabnegger (MOTOREX Area Sales Manager), Mr Edi Fischer (BUCHER MOTOREX
Group CEO) and Mr Sergio Pezzali (MOTOREX Area Sales Manager).

OUT OF THE CRISIS,
STRONGER THAN EVER

Talk of Greece has been everywhere in recent years. But the situation there, and especially
the resulting structural adjustments, have produced market opportunities for solid
companies. One of these is Iaponiki S. A., the longtime MOTOREX Car Line importer.
Every crisis has a silver lining. A firmly established

Iaponiki has become the leading aftermarket auto parts

business, Iaponiki S. A. has even managed to gain mar-

retailer in Greece despite – or perhaps precisely because

ket share. A willingness to take risks was also a factor.

of – the hard economic times.

Despite the many uncertainties, MOTOREX continued
to supply its loyal customer and became part of the
success story.

BENEFITING FROM STRUCTURAL
ADJUSTMENTS
Because it is flexible, Iaponiki was able to gain many cus-

16

IAPONIKI SINCE 1973

tomers within range of its branch offices during the cri-

The family business was founded by Mr Dimitris Ma-

sis. Parts and lubricant orders were promptly delivered

gopoulos in 1973. Its business model, then and now, is

by delivery vans and scooters, sometimes several times

importing and distributing spare parts for Japanese and

a day. This allowed local retailers and auto repair shops

subsequently also European cars. Today the firm is suc-

to free up capital by keeping inventories low. In addition,

cessfully managed from its Athens headquarters by

the difficult economic environment forced competitors

the family’s second generation. The company employs

to cease operations, leaving their customers to find new

about 260 people, supplying some 2000 customers from

suppliers. Iaponiki was ready not just to fill the gap, but

a central warehouse and 16 company-owned branch-

to win them over, thanks in large part to the company’s

es throughout the Greek mainland and island of Crete.

commitment to quality and ability to provide useful ad-

More than the half of its customers are independent

vice. For several years now Iaponiki has been providing

auto repair shops. Driven by its strong commitment,

regular technical training courses for its customers. It is

The recently opened logistics center near Athens airport (Markopoulo) offers 5000 square meters of warehouse space
with modern infrastructure.

currently expanding its training center at company
headquarters. It began collaborating with MOTOREX in
1996 as a distributor and has been exclusive importer
of MOTOREX automotive products since 2001.

READY FOR THE FUTURE
In June 2015 Iaponiki opened a new 5000 square meter
logistics center near Athens airport. The center delivers
direct to all Iaponiki branches. The branches provide a
second level of short-range distribution. The benefits of
operating an in-house central warehouse with modern
infrastructure are not just logistical. Interestingly, the
introduction of capital controls in Greece in the summer
of 2015 played a further key role in the company’s busi-

A visit to the MOTOREX production site in Langenthal was a high point for
the visitors from Greece.

ness success. Unlike many of its competitors, Iaponiki
was able to maintain delivery capacity for the entire
period thanks to good stock management capabilities
at its new logistics center and the trust of its longtime
suppliers. (Despite the uncertainty surrounding the institutional structures enabling companies to make payments abroad, MOTOREX continued to supply Iaponiki.)
This helped the company maintain a high service level
and attract many new customers.

SWITZERLAND STANDS FOR QUALITY
Especially when it comes to motor oils, “Made in Switzerland” is recognized worldwide as a promise of excep-

One of Iaponiki’s 16 branches in Greece (115, Nea Monastiriou, Thessaloniki).
The company imports a wide variety of global brand-name products.

tionally high quality. Wherever there’s an automotive
lubrication job to be done, MOTOREX Car Line products
offer the perfect solution. In late 2015 Iaponiki held a
sales contest to further raise awareness of MOTOREX
among its customers. The nine top customers won a trip
to Switzerland with visits to MOTOREX and to the Geneva
International Motor Show (main photo). After all, you can
only win if you grasp opportunities! •
www.iaponiki.gr
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FACTS AND FIGURES
Company
Based in
Established
Employees
Operates in
Sales
Website

Iaponiki S. A.
Pallini, Athens
1973
260
Greece
EUR 36 million
www.iaponiki.gr (Greek)
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Pictures: www.fischerspindle.com

INDUSTRY

The motor spindle is the heart of every
modern machine tool. Depending on
its size, it can transmit up to 180 kW of
power, and it always requires the right
cooling and lubrication. The pioneering
Spindle Line from MOTOREX includes
all operating fluids needed for spindle
systems and is a valuable element in
assuring process dependability.

MOTOREX SPINDLE LINE
A recent survey resulted in the following analysis of the causes of spindle malfunctions: 42 % wear on spindle bearings, 33 % collisions (!),
15 % other and 5 % each due to dirt and lubrication. While many users are aware of the key importance of the spindle system, few take
full advantage of the available room for optimization, especially considering that the investment in a high-frequency spindle averages
10 – 15 % of the cost of the entire machine. MOTOREX’s Spindle Line creates an ideal environment for reducing spindle malfunctions
and enhancing process reliability.

SPINDLE BEARING LUBRICATION

Heavy-duty spindle bearings are lubricated using one of three systems:
lubrication

GREASE-LUBRICATED
SPINDLE BEARINGS
This system uses sealed, grease-lubricated
bearings in conventional spindles.
The bearings are lubricated with a ballbearing grease in accordance with
the manufacturer’s recommendations.

DIRECT LUBRICATION
SYSTEM (DLS)
This system meets the very highest requirements. A mixture of oil (SPINDLE LUBE
OIL HYPERCLEAN) and air is injected radially
straight into the bearing zone with the
heaviest loads.

OIL-AIR BEARING
LUBRICATION
Like DLS, suitable for the most stringent
requirements. A mixture of oil (SPINDLE
LUBE OIL HYPERCLEAN) and air is injected
axially – i. e. from the side – straight into
the bearing zone.

SPINDLE BEARING LUBRICATION BY OIL
SPINDLE LUBE HYPERCLEAN
Special spindle bearing lubricant (DIN 51 524/T2)
for spindle systems that are subject to heavy stressing.
• ultra-fine filtered to purity class
15/13/10 (ISO 4406)
• results in significantly longer
bearing service life
• best bearing lubrication and cooling
• wear-reducing additives
• rapid air separation characteristics
(no foaming)
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HYPERCLEAN IN FILTER TEST
At MOTOREX, HYPERCLEAN stands for ultra-pure quality.
At 40,000 rpm, even the tiniest dirt particle can have a devastating
impact on a spindle’s service life (see filter sample):
dirt particle

Conventional
spindle oil 20/18/15

MOTOREX SPINDLE LUBE
HYPERCLEAN 15/13/10

SPINDLE CLEANING

Thorough cleaning of the system is recommended every time the spindle coolant is changed (either during maintenance or when
switching to a water-based spindle coolant). The ideal conditions for a smoothly functioning cooling system only exist after cleaning.

SPINDLE CLEANER (WATER-BASED)
CS-CLEANER
Special VOC-free and biocide-free cleaner for spindle cooling
systems that use water-based coolants. Effectively dissolves
dirt residues and other contamination.
• very high cleaning effectiveness
• biocide-free
• dissolves oily and greasy residues
• pH neutral
• compatible with all materials

REDUCED MAINTENANCE EFFORT
Spindle Line products are designed for a long service life so they
measurably reduce maintenance effort.

SPINDLE COOLING

Depending on the design and manufacturer, cooling spindles use either water-based or oil-based coolants. Controlled cooling
and thermal stability of the spindle, and increasingly of its periphery, is a basic necessity for precise machining in the micron
range. Two cooling circuit systems are used:
MOTOR AND BEARING COOLING
Motor and bearing cooling is carried out
using spindle coolants COOL-X (water-based)
or COOL OIL (oil-based). The coolant circulates through a cooler in a closed circuit.

SPINDLE SHAFT COOLING
Cooling the spindle shaft with COOL CORE
READY (water-based) or COOL OIL (oil-based)
spindle coolant reduces warm-up times
and increases thermal stability as a key factor
in dimensional accuracy.

cooling

WATER-BASED SPINDLE COOLANT

OIL-BASED SPINDLE COOLANT

COOL-X READY-TO-USE

COOL OIL

Ready-to-use spindle coolant for long-term use with corrosion
protection for high-performance spindles. Has nearly the same heat
dissipation characteristics as water.
• excellent heat dissipation properties
• protects all materials against corrosion
• ready-to-use
• low-maintenance thanks to Long Life technology

Special VOC-free and aromatic-free spindle coolant oil
with high-quality characteristics.
• efficient heat dissipation
• ideal viscosity-temperature curve
• outstanding protection against corrosion
• low-maintenance thanks to Long Life technology

COOL CORE READY-TO-USE

CLEAN SPINDLE COOLING JACKET
The way high-performance spindles are cooled has a crucial impact
on their performance, service life and precision. MOTOREX’s spindle
coolants are perfect for the job.

Ready-to-use spindle coolant for spindle shaft cooling with
protection against corrosion. Specially designed for the powerful
centrifugal forces in the spindle shaft.
• excellent heat dissipation properties
• protects all materials against corrosion
• ready-to-use
• low-maintenance thanks to Long Life technology

With MOTOREX
spindle coolant

With insufficientquality coolant

MOTOREX has worked for many years with leading spindle manufacturers who recommend MOTOREX Spindle Line products for use around the world
and distribute them in their own countries. Your MOTOREX industry specialist will be glad to help if you any questions about spindle operating fluids. •
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PRACTICE

Removing dirt can be a time-
consuming process. As a result,
people are sometimes tempted
to use cleaners that are too
aggressive. With a special mix of
active ingredients structured
as a microemulsion, MOTOREX
INTENSIVE CLEANER dissolves
even stubborn dirt like carbonized
and “baked-on” oils and greases.

A visible difference:
half of this aluminum
engine block was
cleaned with
INTENSIVE CLEANER.

CLEAN POWER:

INTENSIVE CLEANER
Working clean means that cleaning parts, machinery

• dissolves the toughest dirt

and equipment is a routine part of the job. So you expect

• contains no solvents (VOCs)

the cleaner you use to work as quickly and efficiently as

• rapidly biodegradable

possible.

•e
 asily separated in oil separators
(washers)

MICROEMULSION
The formula for the new INTENSIVE CLEANER includes

Have questions about where and how to use it? Your

a variety of quality additives and inhibitors with natu-

MOTOREX partner will be happy to provide further in-

ral, powerful grease-dissolving and surfactant proper-

formation. •

ties. The recipe is structured as a “microemulsion,” in
other words a mixture of several ingredients that form
tiny droplets in their dispersed phase. As a result, the
cleaner adheres to the surface and can penetrate into
the dirt. Once it’s had five to ten minutes to soak in, it
will have softened the contaminant layer enough to
rinse off with water. Evaporation intensifies the cleaning effect.

BIO WITH POWER
INTENSIVE CLEANER can be used in many cleaning applications as a cleaning concentrate for initial degreasing. Depending on the application (it’s ideal for removThe new
cleaner is
structured as a
microemulsion.
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ing bugs), the cleaner can be diluted with water at ratios
from 1:20 to 1:5 and sprayed on. Undiluted, it can even
be used to dissolve tar. The new MOTOREX INTENSIVE
CLEANER offers these benefits:

Top marks for the new INTENSIVE CLEANER:
The new cleaner’s properties were tested in lab and
real-world tests.

BIKE LINE

You can’t always use
water to clean your bike.
In fact, when cleaning
e-bikes it’s best to use little
or no water to protect
the electronics. The new
MOTOREX QUICK CLEAN
is proof that fast, gentle
cleaning is possible even
without water.

WASH YOUR BIKE

WITHOUT WATER

SPRAY DOWN

LEAVE TO SOAK IN

WIPE OFF

Spray the bike down using the 500-ml

After a short soak-in period (five minutes

Remove the dirt layer using the softest

pump atomizer, which can be rotated 360°.

or less) the dirt will have softened. Avoid

available clean, dry cloth. A special friction-

Incidentally, the 360° spray bottle with its

cleaning in direct sunlight. The soak-in

reducing component of QUICK CLEAN re-

powerful pump system and continuously

period is finished once the dirt can be re-

moves the dirt from the surface. QUICK

adjustable atomizer is a key element in

moved completely without effort.

CLEAN removes even tough fouling like

the successful cleaning process. Use it to

grease and oil, adds shine and causes rain

reach parts of the bike where other clean-

or splash water to bead off of all surfaces

ers spray nothing but air.

(metal, plastic, paint, glass and even carbon).

There’s a positive side to not being able to wash your bike with water: When the electronics in your e-bike escape corrosion and highgrade surfaces stay spot-free, they’ll thank you for not using water to clean. QUICK CLEAN gives excellent results, and the ground in
front of your house stays dry. •
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BOX
Hans Leupi GmbH, Zweiräder in
Meggen, Lucerne on Lake Lucerne
has been dedicated to repairing,
maintaining and selling Kawasakis
since 1986. In the intervening years
the company has also added brands
like Ducati, Piaggio and Aprilia. Sonja and Hans Leupi celebrated the
company’s 30-year anniversary this
spring with a big anniversary event.
If the customers from the company’s

30 YEARS OF LOYALTY
TO MOTOREX
earliest days in business who attend-

been riding with MOTOREX for 30 years, Hans Leupi replies, “Why change

ed the event are any indication, the

things if they work perfectly well?” That’s how it goes in a happy part

Leupi team seem to have earned

nership – the longer you’ve known each other, the better things get.

considerable loyalty. Asked why he’s

Congratulations! www.leupimoto.ch •

DO YOU KNOW THE THRILL OF JETSURF?
Surfing, as we all know, requires either waves or wind. Now the
fascinating JetSurf powerboard offers a third alternative. From
the outside it looks like a wakeboard, but its all-carbon shell contains a powerful two-stroke engine (86 or 100 cc) that provides jet propulsion at up to 15 hp. A manual controller
controls the engine and the board’s lightning-quick acceleration and top speed of nearly 60 kph. Weighing just
14 kg, the device is easily mastered with a little practice
by any fan of watersports. Designed for sport and fun,
the device boasts the latest technologies and materials,
such as an all-carbon board and an engine built to applicable CE standards. MOTOREX works with the JetSurf’s
innovative manufacturer, MSR Engines s. r. o. in the Czech
Republic. Biodegradable OCEAN FS 2T BIO two-stroke engine oil

result, MOTOREX is recommended worldwide by JetSurf

yielded excellent results in test bench and field testing. As a

distributors. www.jet-surf.com • Video of JetSurf in action:

OTTOREX
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IN STYLE WITH MOTOREX CLASSIC LINE

men‘s
RETRO T-SHIRT

women‘s
RETRO T-SHIRT

baseball cap
retro

Retro-style T-shirt. Various
printed lettering on the front/back
and across the shoulders.
Material: cotton/elastane.
Carbon-grey, slim-fit.
Available sizes S – XXL.

Retro-style T-shirt. Various
printed lettering on the front/back
and across the shoulders.
Material: cotton/elastane.
Carbon-grey, slim-fit.
Available sizes S – XL.

100 % cotton. Charcoal with white
sandwich stripes and 3D
stitching on the peak. MOTOREX
logo on the adjustment strap
at the back. Metal clasp.
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Today‘s customers are demanding. So, workshops have to operate all the more professionally and efficiently. Offering
the latest and most comprehensive range of lubricants and cleansers along with the best service and support,
MOTOREX is number one for garagists who insist on the highest standards of quality. Put your trust in an independent
partner who is fully committed to helping you give your very best. Find out more about us: www.motorex.com

MOTOREX. AND IT RUNS LIKE A CHARM.

